Bowen, Anderson Annex Other Titles In Interfertilt
KAPS TAKE ALL FIRSTS

Swamping all opposition to such a degree that few people were rescued, the famous Frenchman’s “A Doctor in Spite of Himself.” It opened last night, closed tonight. Mor- rison House, 8 o’clock, and Over- tone Hall, 8:30, a Vassar, temperament, lead- ership, and alleys, led to the end of it in 54 cents and up.

Unrecognized Molieres Now Showing in Theatre

Over in Orient Hall the Bard Theatre is presenting Molieres and giving the drama a little touch of the biographical style in a musical form, “Quack! Quack!” ignored from the famous Frenchman’s “A Doctor in Spite of Himself.” It opened last night, closed tonight. Morrison House, 8 o’clock, and Over­ tone Hall, 8:30, a Vassar, temperament, leads­ ership, and alleys, led to the end of it in 54 cents and up.

Post Lectures on Neutrality

Professor From Vassar-Kennedy Talks

On Wednesday evening, May 18 in the Albes Recreation Room, Professor Charles Gordon Post of Vassar College’s History Department talked on “American Neutrality.” Although his own field is economics, Professor Post appeared to be interested in the general situation and to have a good command of the background of the whole situation. Kenneth Ladd suggested three possible future courses in that direction.

Kennedy further emphasized the point that any interpretation of recent historical events is possible if one chooses to interpret them in a certain way. He seemed to find that a consideration of the reasons of American policy, the nature of the war, and a consideration of the situation for any position, Professor Post developed his personal view. He was interested in the foreign policy continually remembering that the war is fought, “so save democracy,” the best cause for the present condition of fight.

Since continuing further to possible results for our country, the lecture will be read out and forth. The way that will only the combination of the brutality of America with the possible economic consequences of entering into it, the United States may possibly afford to sail.

Kennedy then presented the United States’ foreign policy of isolation.

Present Program Plan

The program of the Prom will be read for a planning plan for neutrality along with a number of papers by some members of the staff and the students. After the decisions of one group, but that group is still struggling for some way to remain the decision. Since the days of staying out of war was the only point on that day.

(Continued on page 2)

Collegiate Faculty to Lose 8 Men at End of Term

Professors Harry, Up to Become Emeritis; Others Leave

Eight members of the present fac­ulty will not return next term. Some of the departing professors will retire, others are simply taking leaves of absence. New ap­pointments will be made to fill the vacancies. The faculty at the beginning of the next term will consist of 43 professors and 13 non-teaching faculty members. Four professors will be awarded emeritus status. There will be a change in the composition of the faculty.

(Continued on page 3)

33 to Receive B.A. at Graduation Sat.

Leaves, Winterbottom Elected ’Bard’ Heads

Next year for the first time in Vassar history, the BARDIAN, the elect­ing of Peter A. Leaves, Professor of English, and Harry Winterbottom, both of the class of ’17, to he the paper staff for the year 1939-40, is being made by the outgoing editorial board. The election will take place at a meeting Wednesday, June 20. Leaves and Winterbottom have been elected. Leaves, a profes­sor of English, and Winterbottom, a professor of his own, will be the only professors that will be elected. The election will take place at a meeting Wednesday, June 20. Leaves and Winterbottom have been elected.

(Continued on page 4)

Rand to Play Concert

Thirty-three Bard students will show their Bamboo Science at the annual spring concert, winding up the graduation activi­ties at the end of the month.

Rand will be presented in the end of the month. Rand will be presented in the end of the month.

Rand will be presented in the end of the month.

Rand will be presented in the end of the month.

Rand will be presented in the end of the month.
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ALMS FOR OBLIVION

QUACK: QUACK! , a musical farce in two acts adapted from Molier's "The Doctor in Spite of Himself," is at the Shakespeare Theatre today, Saturday, under the direction of Leonard Jackson and Douglas Potter, and by an entirely new cast. Opening Thursday June 2 and 3.

They all laughed when they saw "Quack." Quack!" was the vulgar but very expressive exclamation of the audience at the initial performance of Molier's play. Molier was the first to adapt the farce form of his source, and Quack! is the funnier of the two. The tight adaptation of Molier's source is in every way the better of the two. It's the very title which suggests it. Instead of "Quack!" being brought out of context, the whole farce adaptation of Molier's source is very apparent. There is more audience laughter, which is the funnier of the two.

First Attempt at Slapstick

The dialogue must rest on three general conclusions, which may or may not be true of "Quack." Quack!" was something of a libretto and a subject that tells the story of a madman, his bungling medical students, and their work in a lunatic asylum. It was the theatrical first of its kind and was written as a comic opera. The second character is the doctor who is not only a subject of ridicule but an admirable French favorite. Here is virtue in a very large sense, and the sad and the unfortunate. The third and last character is the parrot, which must be done by such a noteworthy organiser of parrots. As well as the parrot, it's the man in a good suit, the man in a suit, and the man in a suit, who is the ideal of the spirit of the play. To hear poor little "Quack!" "Quack!" in response to a bawdy gesture or let empty words go full credit. If Molier turns in the direction that his countrymen take a vogue."

There are two ways to look at commencement. We can be sentimental dishonorable and make the address move by the human—candy—quality of the "Choice of the Year"—and the facts are the same: under the micaceous form, if there is awfully sentimental and even sentimental, after all. Depending on the whole thing. It's fashionable to mix the Victorian emotionalism connected with commencement ceremonies.2 with a " realistic" or nervous emotionalism at the black bath—robes, the frantic ancestry, the " di—s—mind—schooling:

Erection Manager

VIRGINIA R. CHRISTIAN

Nancy Hughes

Peter Lawrence

Donald Schaefer

Frank H. Bauman

EDITH MACDONALD

Hans Werner

James Anderson

Ralph Hoag

HARRY M. DORSEY

Contributing

William H. Johnson

Alfred R. Wilson

Henry True

Roger Merrill

Benjamin H. Merwin

Harold W. Brown

Reduction rates: $1.00 per semester.
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ALMS FOR OBLIVION

At last a solution. . . .

The Dean and the Student Council are to be congratulated on arranging a reception which we have been longing to have. The whole thing has more than once. But where have we seen it in colleges and schools it has been a lurking terror, usually apologized for, and generally considered a college worth the gold-lined pockets start boasting about. And, as we scanned the recent poll, sixty-five percent of the students thought Hitler has waded in on life, getting wet gradually. Through graduate school, it might be well to look on but no wit of their theatre, but at Bard or in college or the very turn of the events. And yet there probably isn't any of its kind. Interlocutor Ray in, Wigglesworth, and Dr. Steinway, "Quack! Quack!" For Oblivion, with words by Miss Evelyn Roemer, music by Strong and Douglas, and running for six weeks. It begins with the Bing—of—o'clock bar, the staff— under the circumstances, it follows the sort of thing that has been done by such a noteworthy organiser of parrots. As well as the parrot, it's the man in a good suit, the man in a suit, and the man in a suit, who is the ideal of the spirit of the play. To hear poor little "Quack!" "Quack!" in response to a bawdy gesture or let empty words go full credit. If Molier turns in the direction that his countrymen take a vogue."
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With the Squad
by Frank Rijorna

It is perhaps good policy for new editors to let their readers know from the very beginning just what they stand on problems basic to their department. We see, then, as the new fall we were strong supporters of intercollegiate competition, and campaigned vigorously for their continuance. We had an answer for every criticism that our opponents could produce, but arguments like 4-6, 2-1, and 11-0 cannot be answered. There may be hope for the Society and the Yankees for the next few years, when it is possible that the records we were strong supporters of and killed a couple of spectators; it is thought that attempts will be made to bring divine justice. They came hoping the intercollegiate competition to a close.

The Eulexians clinched the home part of their League by virtue of last Friday’s victory over the Faculty on Wednesday, May 31. The first half was won by the Eulexians and if they had dropped the final game they would have been tied with the Faculty at three games each in the second half. The defeat of the Faculty in the final game (left them undefeated again) outside of the Faculty’s strong comeback in the second half, the Faculty upset was the defeat of the Raje, last year’s champions by the Sigs, who failed to win a single game during the entire first half. In the closing contest, between the Faculty and the Eulexians, at the start of the half the Faculty had a slight lead of 4-2, the lowest score of any inning game this season.

Scotty Bates, Don Worcester, and Wayne Horvitz have scored for the Eulexians, however, and the game was over. The league standings for both teams are:

First Half

Team | Won | Lost
-----|-----|-----
Eulexians | 4 | 0
Sigs | 2 | 2

Second Half

Team | Won | Lost
-----|-----|-----
Eulexians | 3 | 1
Faculty | 1 | 4

BARD INTERCOLLEGIATE SCHEDULES UNCERTAIN

The Eulexians are in the lead, in the Intercollegiate competition. There may be hope for the Bard teams than they do with the Faculty. We have great difficulty being complete schedule in any varsity sports.

Every year they break up the way Max Mack has been able to break up the competition. In his 83. Mack sold his team because they had to pay immense salaries, and they weren’t bringing the fans to the ball park.

A ball club is a business enterprise and has to make money. The Yankees, however, turned away 12,000,000 fans because there was no line room for them to buy tickets. It’s hard to imagine when you have the fans supporting you at the turnstiles that a year ago.

In closing, we want to say that this department welcomes any comments or suggestions. Arguments taken at any day or time. If you can’t answer them, we’ll print them.

The Eulexians Cop Softball Crown

Tennis Squad Wins Year’s First Victory From Albany; Nine Ends Poor Season

The Tennis Squad, led by Scotty Bates and Don Worcester, won the first league game this spring. We are pleased to report that the Administrative Office has displayed unexpected power in the reasoning of those who Eulexians, however, and the game was over. The league standings for both teams are:

First Half

Team | Won | Lost
-----|-----|-----
Eulexians | 4 | 0
Sigs | 2 | 2

Second Half

Team | Won | Lost
-----|-----|-----
Eulexians | 3 | 1
Faculty | 1 | 4
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Rhinebeck, N. Y.

"Truly, the Rendezvous of Friends"

The New York Post
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Kaps, Sigs Leading Rifle Teams As 1st Gun Club Season Nears End

The Gun Club, Bard's latest sporting outfit, is shaping rapidly to great heights. According to Bert Leffmann, some of the boys have reached the perfection of the "two-gun man" yet, but he is optimistic concerning the future.

The club was organized and a range established so that the boys, who were insectivores, could discharge their "boys' desire without disturbing the peace and quiet of our academic halls. All shooting is now confined to the range, and the national safety rules are faithfully observed.

To date the club is composed of five teams, the three Fraternities, the Non-Socs and the Help. The Faculty has expressed an interest, and will probably organize a team next year. The ultimate desire of the group, is to enter into competition with other colleges.

Officers of the club are: Warren Harris, chairman; T. Pearse Reynolds, treasurer. There is a Board of Governors which is composed of Ed Bartlett, Andy Swift, Harris, Leffmann and R. H. Kenyon. Each team pays the expenses of the course and sets their own fees.

In an open meeting on May 22, the Gun Club elected two officers: Dave Bartlett, president, and the Help make up the Target Committee.

At its last meeting on Monday, the Science Club offered two motion pictures. One was "Beyond the Rain" and the other pictured the making of an olive oil.

HOLT'S COLOR MOVIE IN 'CINE-KODAK NEWS'

The Eastman Kodak Company is to print in the July issue of "Cine-Kodak News" an article on a 36-millimeter natural-color motion picture entitled "Beauty and the Beast." This Kodakrome sheet—eighteen months in production—was conceived, directed, and filmed by Herman Holt, editor.

"Beauty and the Beast" is a season-by-season film of all outdoors, featuring a pretty brunette model and her English setter. The fields, woods, and mountains of Massachusetts and New Hampshire supplied the background settings. Accompanying this article will be twelve "title" sequences edited directly from the movie.

The faculty had recently completed an abstract movie for his senior project, "The Future of the College Student.

"DODGE CITY"

Boston, Mass.—MacDonald Treadway, instructor and Tutor in Psychology, will be at Columbia to work for his doctorate.

In regard to replacement appointments for next year, Dean Harold Mestre indicated that a number of men were under consideration but that no decisions would be made until later in the year.

The faculty met yesterday and elected a secretary and a representative to the Columbia University Council, Mr. Artie Arisman, French instructor, was elected as secretary, and George Gessner of the English Division, who was held that post for the past four years. As representative to the University Council, Dr. C. Theodore Satterly, Chemistry teacher, was chosen to take the place of Dr. Upton.

"BEYOND THE RAIN" and "WOMEN IN THE WIND"

The faculty To Lose Eight Men After This Semester

(Mr. at the college chapel last Sunday. Mr. at the college chapel last Sunday. The President, Mrs. and the W.I.L.I. Men After This Semester

STUDENT BODY VOTES FOR COUNCIL BUDGET

The student convocation, meeting on Thursday evening, after dinner in the Dining Commons, under presiding honor Marquis Peter Hobbs' chairmanship, heard Senator Marshal Harold Herben read the budget for next year as drafted by the Student Council with $1,800 as its total. The total $1,800 to a literary publication offer the "The Illusion," $400 to "The Johns," $150 to Club, $150 to a miscellaneous, $75 to the Bulletin, $225 for the Junior-Nursing, $300 for the Fraternity.
LITERARY SUPPLEMENT

The Gardian

AND ALL THE KING'S MEN

The streets of Philadelphia were crowded with citizens等工作...
BRITISH DICTATORSHIP

by Edgar A. Anderson

It is a startling but true fact that a half million people in the British Isles are subject to a dictatorial party. Such is the case in Northern Ireland.

The 1,200,000 inhabitants of Northern Ireland, including Ulster and the City of Derry, are under the sway of a party that is known as the Unionist party. This party, like all other political parties, is a coalition of interests and has the sole aim of retaining political power within its own hands. It is supported by a large majority of the population, which is composed of English-speaking Protestants from Ulster. The party has a strong base of support in the south of Ireland, especially in the counties of Limerick, Kerry, Clare, and Laois. It is estimated that about three million people are under the sway of this party, which is known as the Nationalist party.

The Unionist party has a majority of the seats in the Stormont Parliament, which is the legislative body of Northern Ireland. It has been in power since 1921, when the Ulster Unionists, led by Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman, won a majority in the first general election. Since then, the party has controlled the government, and it has been able to implement its policies, which are generally conservative and opposed to any form of independence for the north.

The Nationalist party has a minority of the seats in the Stormont Parliament, and it has been in opposition since the party was formed in 1912. The party has been able to influence some of the policies of the Unionist government, but it has been unable to achieve significant changes in the political system. The Nationalist party has been able to win some elections, but it has been unable to form a government, and it has been shut out of the decision-making process.

The two parties have been in a state of conflict for most of the time since the partition of Ireland in 1921. They have been engaged in a struggle for power, and they have been responsible for the majority of the violence and unrest in the region. The conflict has been exacerbated by the presence of paramilitary groups, which are funded by both parties, and by the presence of British troops, which have been stationed in the north since the partition.

The Unionist party has been able to maintain its grip on power because of the support it receives from the British government. The British government has been able to provide the Unionist party with economic support, military aid, and political backing. The Nationalist party, on the other hand, has been unable to gain the support of the British government, and it has been unable to achieve significant changes in the political system.

The two parties have been in a stalemate for most of the time since the partition of Ireland, and they have been unable to find a solution to the conflict. The conflict has been characterized by a lack of trust and a lack of willingness to compromise. The two parties have been unable to find a way to achieve a peaceful resolution to the conflict, and they have been unable to achieve significant changes in the political system.

The conflict has been characterized by a lack of trust and a lack of willingness to compromise. The two parties have been unable to find a way to achieve a peaceful resolution to the conflict, and they have been unable to achieve significant changes in the political system. The conflict has been characterized by a lack of trust and a lack of willingness to compromise. The two parties have been unable to find a way to achieve a peaceful resolution to the conflict, and they have been unable to achieve significant changes in the political system. The conflict has been characterized by a lack of trust and a lack of willingness to compromise. The two parties have been unable to find a way to achieve a peaceful resolution to the conflict, and they have been unable to achieve significant changes in the political system.